Italian Protests Co-Vid, Gets Caught By Cops And Sedated
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This reminds one a lot of 1984, only, this is on steroids. Despite on if one
understands Italian or not, this scene is basically out of a strange alien movie.
Brother Cuore Nordico posted this.
https://www.invidio.us/watch?v=6ZfanH5ue7Y
While many haven't really understood this, we are now experiencing the worst
strangulation of personal rights that has ever been, we only compare to Soviet
Russia.
But hey, this is to save everyone from the super devastating "definitely a million
times worse than the bubonic plague" virus going around. "Ze wold" was
DESTROYED by this virus because it has a "SUPER HIGH DEATH RATE". It has killed
60 billion people...minus 99,999% of that. That is something beyond
comprehension. After all it killed 60 billion people minus 99,999% of that.
"We must quickly crash the global economy and kill everyone in order to save
them from the supreme 60 billion dead people minus 99,9999% of that, virus, too
many chosen people died from this, even some holy Rabbis", a genius jew must
have thought somewhere.
One just opens up their TV and all they listen to 24/7 over the last 2-3 months is
about how deadly and so forth this virus is. It's as if nothing else exists anymore,
no other causes of death, no poverty, no illnesses, no calamities, nothing else.
Only this Co-Vid exists anymore. Still, the deaths are nowhere close to the flu rate
of yearly deaths. Many countries follow the reporting line that everyone who has
contracted Co-Vid and dies of any other illness, they report them as Co-Vid
deaths.
But these people in such dire situation, could die from any other illness. Many
also die from the actual flu, yearly. But there was never any excessive measures
taken for this before. Indeed, not even the most basic sanitation advise, or
drinking Vitamin C is recommended to most people, nothing at all.

It's almost as if, someone would think, a situation is being over-hyped for many
other purposes involved, other than the so called disease itself. The matter is
being...aggressively misrepresented.
No "Totalitarian State" did ever impose in many cases half of these measures, like
forced lockdown, having to sign papers to go out of home, satellite surveillance
for the masses to "track them down" or anything of the sort. Complaints, protests
and anything of the sort, is now handled by the "Health Technocracy" in a way
that is "Healthy" for the masses.
The situation is being so real and so "Beyond raising questions because raising any
= conspiracy theory" that now the health ministries do abduct people, arrest
them, and sedate them, so that they should stop being conspiracy theorists. The
leftist Democracy "of the (invaders mostly) people of Italy" has looked to that
indepth. It's giving beautiful ideas and beautiful messages worldwide.
Anyone who is in Europe also knows the following: Muslims, Gypsies, nonEuropean blooded people, and essentially every other invading tribe or a refugee,
were not even enforced by the authorities to stay in or anything like that. Also,
the "Stay at Home" measures, which are so strongly espoused for the masses, are
not applied not even at 10% for things which can evidently cause a viral breakout,
such as mass illegal migration.
Funny how everyone warns of a relapse, and the first people want to do, is just
again turn blind eyes to the phenomenons more likely to cause pandemics and
viral situations - boundless migration policies.
Let's spend tens of billions and trillions for this, so one person can randomly just
come in and re-infect everyone again. Meanwhile let's chase grandma's down the
street because we have to pretend this is highly important for the viral health of
the populace, rather than feeding people experimental vaccines that haven't been
tested for even 6 months or something. Common sense rules all.
After this happens, every goyim has to be locked down all over again, and
everything has to repeat it self. It has to also perpetually repeat itself, until Billy
Gates decides it's time to sell everyone 7 billion vaccines.

Billy does this for everyone because he has a very big and kind heart. When he
went to vaccinate Africa, it just happened that he killed more people with the
Vaccine than the local illnesses, but as we all know, Billy knows best. He is not
even a doctor nor he will be taking any responsibility but we have to trust him
entirely. He gave us [or basically people who programmed it did, because he did
not program a line] Windows XP after all. He knows his shit when it comes to
virology.
I say let's make this 70 billion vaccines, because we need to give at least 10 shots
to every person on earth. This is not something to profit out from, silly people,
Billy's plan is all about his kind heart. That is for our health and because there is a
lot of worldwide care involved here. Maybe more would theoretically die from an
untested or experimental vaccine, but that is OK, since everyone did what the
"Definitely not a virologist" Billy wanted.
Enlightened Democrat Mr. Cuomo also informed everyone in an interview, that
the "Coronavirus is death". The Coronavirus obviously is virologically deserving of
more global measures than other diseases with 70% mortality rate. A striking
death rate of 0.01 in many areas, is too much to handle. A devastating chance of
0.03 percent of death is out there. This is about the same chance of getting hit by
thunder to die from this Virus, but geniuses like Cuomo have us all covered.
It also went to New York, and is started sweeping some Rabbis. And primarily that
is the saddest part of it all, because it reminded everyone of the Holocaust. This
Nazi virus was circulating around the globe, seeking out chosen people to infect. A
global lockdown was a necessity. But the virus killed 0.003 percent of a specific
people that lives alongside us as an Invisible Enemy, owns the media, and in
general, considers itself to be the most important people worldwide. Mr Cuomo
serves these people, gotta lockdown.
Let us all remember that Israel has suffered immensely from this
virus...Immensely...Endless holiest of the holy people have died. One of the tribes
of the Genius jews even said, that this is the punishment for the goyim or for
homosexuality. An observation deserving at least 3 noble prizes was made by the
most intelligent man of god. Eventually, since the virus was "For the Goyim", his

jewish people were plagued by the virus, and him also, but that is a matter for
another time.
A wholly 257 Neshama super high level jewish reptiliansouls such as the above,
have departed from this world and will leave us with less and less ability to
complete Global Tikkun which is when means "The purification of the world"
which deals with effectiving wiping out Amalek [White people] from the face of
the earth. Co-Vid blessings to these great souls that have ascended to the
supernal brown light of Ha-Shit. Amen.
It is also the stoopid and sinner White people that are questioning these
measures taken for such a virus...Maybe it's a bad thing to put cameras out side
the houses of people? Maybe it's bad a bad thing to activate all global surveillance
systems over what has proven to have less death rate than 1 or 2%? Maybe it's all
done regardless with the frivolous excuse this is for public health? These are the
types of questions the evil race of people that stands in the middle and disallows
the global Tikkun is asking.
When some of these kinds of most precious Chosen People die [As jews have
succinctly put, the virus devastated them], everyone has to be immediately
quarantined. The life of jewish celebrities and the life of Rabbis in New York is not
to be played with, that would be another holocaust. If this is worth it to leave half
the planet unemployed, lest we run the risk that Madonna comes down with the
cold, then so be it - we have to close everything down for Madonna and Britney
Spears.
When a few dozens millions of random goyim die per month by hunger, that is
something there can't be a lot of spending about. This does not affect Madonna
unless these are black children she has adopted to pretend to be caring and not a
jewish kabbalistic witch on the media.
But the best is still yet coming. Summer arrives, and with it will arrive more
millions and millions of potentially infected "kalergi children for the future". But
for these Co-Vid infection arguments do not exist these are the good oppressed
people therefore health laws do not apply to them].

Co-vid impositions for "health concerns" do exist only to ruin the small budget
company of a little family, and generally to find nice excuses to harass people
protesting what appears to be extreme measures over a less than low level global
crisis. It does not exist for those who will be coming on our shores pretty soon in
the next months and will come in screaming "Fuck Americans" and stuff like that.
Travelling will probably be restored to at least "partially usual", and everything
will temporarily return to "normal" again. The beneficiaries of the temporary
"Normalcy" will basically be the usual suspects who never get touched one hair
off from their head by any authority during the whole crisis.
Meanwhile, of course, middle class and lower classes will keep suffering and will
more than likely experience things like a second pandemic emergence during the
next months. But who can say no to rapefugees? We need more rapefugees. It
was impossible to help people to pay their utilities, bills and banking loans for two
months in the European Crisis, but perfectly possible to pay for infinite millions of
invaders fat cash like thousands per month because they are so precious. The
European Union did not have money to give to Italy or Spain to handle the
Pandemic, not even masks. But a lot of overflowing money exists for our Somalian
Kalergi future, and feeding these and infinite Muslim specimen.
It appears according to Jews, who, destroyed the economy worldwide... Wait,
let's add a disclaimer. Evil kaneevil conspiracy theorists frequently blame them for
starting up hoaxes or exaggerating events, or pulling the plug on the stock market
etc, do not listen to them, even if the jews did that, we must always remember 60
billions of jews died and therefore they are not responsible of anything anymore.
End of disclaimer.
Some even claim they created a situation "worse than the recession of 2008" and
some argue "Worse than the recession of the 1920's" - but as jews worldwide
would say, this was all for our sake goyim. There is no New World Order doing
artificial famines and exploiting other events to crush freedoms, forcibly
vaccinate, ruin the economy and get people under firmer control, and destroy
businesses that they do not have under their thumb - you silly Conspiracy
Theorist...

Remember, this will leave 1 or 2 out of 6 people worldwide unemployed, and that
is a great thing, for the definitely not existing New World Order that of course
does not exist at all, not even in the slightest. For one, we will experience a great
influx of invasion in Europe and America to amend for this, all while of course, the
people themselves will be begging for state crums just to get by and survive.
Empowering big companies with even cheaper wages and an infinite pool of
people that will be left without employment, governmental bail outs, and so
forth, and an ever increasing amount of broke blokes fighting to the death below,
in the ever emerging influx of "oppressed migrants that seek a better life", while
most Countries have failed to guarantee that even for two months over what
appears to be the mildest pandemic that could theoretically happen.
The above is also exactly what one would want happening on the edge of the
Automation era. What is more reasonable to do than make uncontrolled influx
into countries that are already broken with unemployment, increase
exponentially the unemployment into them, and inject infinite jobless and
uneducated people from all other 3rd world Nations, all while imposing
automation to replace even medium skilled workers?
Genius plans by Genius politicians, many of which from the most Chosen and
Genius tribe of Israel.
But remember, the above is not really that relevant, this was to save the
supposed Elderly [do not make questions goy here they love us THAT much].
There is no limit to where we will go to protect our favorite 95 year olds that we
so much whole heartedly love, thought the jews. Even if this implies global
hunger, global unemployment, people going insane, a forced pandemic, and
whatever else, remember to always throw the responsibility on the Goyim - It was
to protect them.
Jews are so caring about mankind that indeed, they have profited of all the deadly
things, such as alcohol and drugs, which have swept millions yearly for decades but now, be reassured, saving 95 year old grandpas is their holy mission, which
they will successfully try to do. A change of heart of unparalleled compassion has
come upon them. Or they are just fucking around and trying to use the global

crisis to their advantage? Do not be a conspiracy theorist now! Luck's Luck!
As we also emerge further in this pandemic make sure to remember that Jewish
lives are very important, the Holocaust killed 60 trillion, that the life of New
Yorkers [even some poor Rabbis were swept by the violent virus] and generally
whatever befalls as close as the fingernail of a jew, is reason enough to just
lockdown the whole planet, and get half of people unemployed.
The correct policies were done to guarantee that the goyim will have to pay the
price of the important jewish lives, and lies. Nothing suspicious here, conspiracy
theorists!
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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